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WILLIAM A. GILMOEE,

Plaintiff and Defendant in Error,

vs.

A. G. McBRIDE,

Defendant and Plaintiff in Error.

BRIEF ON BEHALF OF DEFENDANT IN ERROR.

This action was brought by defendant in error in the

court below, sitting at Nome, Alaska, to recover the rea-

sonable value of certain services of a professional na-

ture rendered by him to plaintiff in error who is and at

such times was also a practicing lawyer. In view of the

many incorrect statements which appear in the latter 's

brief, particularly in his review of the facts of the case,

a short restatement of them seems necessary.

It appears from the record.that upon the settlement of

certain litigation at Nome, the interests of plaintiff in

error who was a party to that litigation had been ig-



nored, to bis material detriment, and he had been there-

by deprived of the ownership of an undivided portion

of the Daisy Mining Claim, reputed of great value.

Thereupon, at Seattle, Washington, he engaged defend-

ant in error to return to Nome, where the latter had

been practicing his profession for several years, and

take whatever steps were necessary, including the in-

stitution of litigation to regain his rights and thereby

recover, if possible, his proper share of the mine in ques-

tion and of the gold which had been extracted therefrom.

No definite arrangement was made regarding the com-

pensation to be paid for these services, except that it

was understood that it would be wholly contingent upon

success, and that defendant in error would be expected

to, as he thereafter did, either advance or guarantee the

payment of almost all of the costs and expenses of the

litigation inasmuch as plaintiff in error was apparently

without any financial resources whatever.

The situation of the parties from whom redress was

to be thus obtained, the remoteness of the forum of liti-

gation, the lack of much needful information which

should have been possessed by plaintiff in error regard-

ing the facts and circumstances of his case, thereby

necessitating a somewhat extended investigation thereof

by defendant in error after his return to Alaska, and the

financial inability of his client to meet the expense of

any litigation, together with the inherent difficulty of

the case itself, made the task of defendant in error of no

small magnitude. The latter, however, accepted the em-

ployment and immediately commenced work thereunder.



He was obliged at the outset to advance money for cer-

tain expenses connected with the case and practically

withstood the whole financial burden of the undertaking,

as well as perform most of the legal work connected

therewith. After investigating the situation, both of

record and otherwise, and interviewing various parties

in interest, he instituted suit for a recovery of an un-

divided one-twelfth interest in the mine and profits de-

rived therefrom, bringing into court a number of de-

fendants who were believed to be necessary parties to a

determination of the property rights involved, which

finally terminated in a judgment for plaintiff in that

suit, the plaintiff in error here, awarding him an un-

divided one-twenty-fourth of the property, $1179 dollars

as the output pending the time he had been dispossessed

of it and costs, amounting to $175.70. Thereafter de-

fendant in error was subjected to considerable trouble in

obtaining complete satisfaction of the judgment which

he finally accomplished. In addition to this he collected

from time to time for plaintiff in error nearly $1300, as

the latter 's share of the output of the mine which he was

obliged to visit every now and then, in his client's inter-

est, as questions arose regarding it.

During the progress of the case, which was entitled

McBride v. McCoy et al, and just before it was argued

in court for the first time, it became necessary to em-

ploy associate counsel by reason of the fact that defend-

ant in error was absent from Nome during the winter

following the commencement of the case and plaintiff in

error would not consent to its postponement until his



attorney's return the following spring; but the jury de-

ducted from the amount awarded as the latter 's fee the

sum paid such associate counsel, to wit $250. By reason

of the departure from Nome of the judge who heard the

first presentation of the case a re-argument became nec-

cessary upon the return of defendant in error to Alaska,

and he again assumed the laboring oar, as formerly, with

the results before stated.

The jury brought in a verdict, in the case at bar, in

favor of defendant in error of $1605.25 upon which judg-

ment was entered in the court below, and in addition to

this amount he had previously received the sum of

$644.75 on account of his fee, deducted partly from the

judgment recovered and partly from collections made by

him on behalf of plaintiff in error as the latter 's share

of the output of the mine, making the former's total

compensation $2500 for the services rendered by him in

this matter. The jury arrived at the amount of the ver-

dict by deducting from the sum of $2500 the amount

previously received by defendant in error on account of

his services, $644.75, and the amount paid the associate

counsel, Judge Eeed, $250.

The questions involved are largely of fact and were

resolved by the jury after some conflict of evidence, in

one or two respects, in favor of defendant in error. No

rule of practice in a common law action is more defi-

nitely settled than the rule that the verdict of a jury or

finding of a trial court is conclusive when supported by

competent evidence and we believe the citation of author-

ity upon this point is therefore wholly unnecessary.



We may classify the contentions of plaintiff in error

under three or four headings.

THE EMPLOYMENT OF DEFENDANT IN ERROR BY PLAINTIFF

IN ERROR.

Plaintiff in error originally asked one P. B. Davis,

a practicing lawyer at Seattle, Washington, with whom
defendant in error had a qualified partnership at that

time, to go to Nome and "look up some business for him

there", as Mr. Davis testified when called as a witness

by plaintiff in error,

"to which I replied that I did not expect to go to

Nome, that Mr. Gilmore was going and that he could

talk to Mr. Gilmore about it, and if he would come
around at the time I would introduce him to Mr.
Gilmore. I do not know whether or not Mr. McBride
and Mr. Gilmore were acquainted at that time. My
recollections are that Mr. McBride asked me in ref-

erence to Mr. Gilmore as to his qualifications, ability

and integrity as a man, and that I assured him that

he was all right in every respect" (Trans, p. 138).

"Nothing was said by Mr. McBride when he spoke

to me about this case with regard to employing me.
Nothing was said about employing the firm of Davis
and Gilmore" (Trans, p. 145).

In this respect as in several others (Trans, p. 149),

Mr. McBride was directly contradicted, and the contra-

dictions resolved by the jury against him. Besides, Mr.

McBride admitted that he '

' supposed Mr. Gilmore would

" have the matter in charge" (Trans, p. 192).

That ended Mr. Davis' connection with the case, ex-

cept with respect to the receipt of a certain financial



statement from Alaska made by a man named McCon-

nell, to which it is unnecessary to devote any time as the

circumstances under which it was prepared and sent

showed it contained no admission by either defendant

in error or Davis that the latter had any jfinancial inter-

est in the Alaskan litigation of plaintiff in error, and

excepting further the receipt of an occasional item of

news regarding the case which defendant in error sent

Davis to be imparted to plaintiff in error when the latter

was in Seattle.

Mr. Davis proved a disappointing witness for plain-

tiff in error. Although called by the latter to prove that

the witness had an interest in the fee earned by defend-

ant in error as his partner in the litigation before re-

ferred to, and that he therefore should have been joined

as a party plaintiff in the court below, he denied that

he had any interest, financial or otherwise in that case

or in any part of the fee therein earned (Trans, p. 139),

thereby virtually corroborating the testimony of defend-

ant in error to the effect that the partnership of Davis

& Gilmore did not extend to any case which either part-

ner accepted, the costs whereof were not advanced by the

client, and that he had ''absolutely no interest whatever

" in the case" (Trans, pp. 143, 144, 145. 146). Then

again, even if Davis had been originally entitled to any

part of this fee he surrendered it to defendant in error

prior to the commencement of this action, under an ar-

rangement whereby the latter collected all of the out-

standing fees earned at Nome while his partner collected

all those at Seattle (Trans, p. 140).



As defendant in error testified:

"It was practically understood that as a partner-

ship we would take no risks. Whatever general

business came into the firm, or to either of the firm,

where the firm did the work and charged the fees

for without any risk, the firm was to take and divide

the fees equally, but under no circumstances was the

firm to expend any money to carry any law suit. If

any of us wanted to do so it was at our own risk,

our own personal risk, and any investments that

might be made were to be the personal matter with

the person making it, and afterwards both Mr.

Davis and myself carried several law suits in that

way. I mean by taking risks, advancing costs and

disbursements, otherwise our partnership was a

general partnership" (Trans, pp. 69-70).

Mr. Davis fully understood that defendant in error

proposed to take this business individually (Trans, pp.

70-71). Said the latter, further, regarding the partner-

ship matter:

"As to the limitation on our partnership, I will

say tliat if a client came to either one of us and

made a proposition that he wanted us to bring a law

suit, that he didn't have sufficient funds to pay or to

carry on his law suit, and wanted us to put up some

of the expenses, then we would not take his case,

we would turn him down, or if either one of us

wanted to take his case, wanted to take the risk of

putting up the money to pay some of the expenses,

then if either one undertook the litigation, it was

undertaken in the name of the firm, that is, suit was

brought under the firm name, but the member of the

firm that went in and put up the costs and expenses

would receive the profits and bear the loss individ-

ually. That is to say, the firm would not put up any

expenses as a firm, and if either member desired to

do so it was a personal matter with him, and our

books so showed. We agreed to carry no money

risks as a firm" (Trans, pp. 71-72).
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The firm of Davis & Gilmore was dissolved in the

spring of 1902 while the services in question were being

performed and before the case had been finally tried.

It follows, therefore, that defendant in error was the

real and only party interested in the collection of the fee

earned in connection with the case of McBride v. McCoy

et al., and he could properly bring suit therefor without

joining his late partner.

II.

THE CONTRACT OF EMPLOTMEXT IN QUESTION RESPECTING

THE COMPENSATION PROVIDED FOR SERVICES RENDERED

THEREUNDER.

There is no question but that defendant in error was

employed to go to Nome and take all legal steps required

to recover for plaintiff in error the undi^dded interest

in the Daisy Mine which the latter claimed together with

the share of its output accruing to such interest; and

plaintiff in error availed himself of the results of his

attorney's services. There is a sharp conflict, however,

as to the compensation which it was understood the lat-

ter should receive, or perhaps rather, as to the manner

by which it should be determined for whether it be fixed

by the client or, as is the usual practice especially where

the client is a stranger to him, by the attorney himself as

the better judge of the extent and value of the services

rendered, it may be presumed, in the absence of a spe-

cific agreement to the compoDy^, that the attorney is in

either event to be fairly compensated for the work per-

formed.



Defendant in error testified in this respect (Trans, pp.

45-46) that plaintiff in error told him that the Daisy

Mine, the bone of contention,

"was a very valuable claim—he said that it was a

very valuable claim and that he was entitled to a
one-twelfth interest, that large sums of money had
been taken from the claim by the receiver but that

he had not received any accounting and that he was
entitled, as he believed, to a one-twelfth interest in

that claim. He said to me at that time that he didn't

have any money to carry on the litigation but he
wanted me to assist him and wanted me also

to assist him in the expenses. He said he
would pay me a very liberal fee if I would do so;

that the claim was going to be a very valuable one,

and that there would be lots of money to divide up
and that he would be fixed to pay me well for my
work, and would pay me well for my work. I told

him I would do the best I could for him, and re-

quested him to come down and see me later. I had
several—two or three conversations with him after

that."

Again

"With regard to the contract of employment I

had with Mr. McBride, he told me that I was to be

paid a liberal fee for my services in bringing the

suit, and if I lost I was to get nothing. That is, it

was a contingent fee as it is called among the attor-

neys. Mr. McBride told me he had no money, and
if we lost the suit I would not get anything. If I

won I was to be paid a liberal fee" (Trans, p. 56).
"* * * He stated frequently that he would
divide with me what we would make out of the

claim" (Trans, p. 60).

So that, commencing with June 26, 1903 (Trans, pp.

168, 169, 175 et seq.) with this understanding, as money
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was collected from time to time by defendant in error as

the share of the McBride interest in the mine, it was

divided into tv>^o equal parts, one being sent to plaintiff

in error and the other retained by his attorney without

protest from the client until nearly a year thereafter

(Trans, p. 173).

The contract of employment was very indefinite as to

the amount of the compensation which defendant in

error should receive for his work, the latter claiming

that at least it supports his contention that he is entitled

to be awarded the reasonable value of his services, the

expressions used by the parties when making the con-

tract being of some value in determining their estimate

of the quantum meruit. Contrary to the assertion of

plaintiff in error in his brief, it is he and not his oppo-

nent who is, in this respect, seeking to establish a definite

contract; and the case of Parker v. Esch, 31 Pac. 754,

cited by him (Brief, p. 23) upon the point of the burden

of proof, if authority here, militates against his conten-

tion. In that case plaintiff sought to establish a special

contract regarding his compensation, but the court held

that his contradicted testimony, not only uncorroborated

and inconsistent with his own prior action on the subject,

but also accompanied by a species of deception, failed

to establish the contract he contended for.

The version of plaintiff in error as to the contract in

question is (Trans, pp. 150-151)

:

"I had an agreement concerning the fees that I

was to pay in the suit against Coy et al., which I

arranged with Mr. Gilmore shortly after I had the

conversation referred to with Mr. Davis. I went to



the office of Davis & Gilmore on the 5th floor of the

Pioneer Building and there saw Mr. Gilmore and
talked with him for the first time about the case. I

did inform him that his attorneys' fees would de-

pend upon the success of the litigation; that it was
for an interest in a, mining claim in Nome, and that

before any action was taken the record might be
examined and he could satisfy himself as to the

chances of the success of the litigation and then

asked him what the charges would be against me for

conducting the case. Mr. Gilmore 's proposition to

me was, I should fix his attorneys' fees or the fees

of the firm. The agreement that we made that I

was to fix the fee was never changed but I told Mr.
Gilmore that if we were successful in the litigation

and his work was satisfactory, that I would fix a

liberal fee for the firm of Davis & Gilmore, and be-

sides that I would make his wife a present of some
money in which Mr. Davis was not to participate.

When this conversation occurred Mr. Gilmore was
of the opinion that I would receive a one-twelfth

interest in the Daisy Mining Claim at the end of the

litigation and a judgment for gold-dust to the value

of more than $2,500.00."

He seeks to support this contention by reference to

a letter which he offered in evidence written to him by

defendant in error June 26, 1903, wherein the writer

said:

"I wish you would designate to me what you
think my services to you have been worth in this

case. You will remember I have practically paid

all expenses and carried the case as well as having

handled all the pleadings and tried the case as well.

/ luant to be reasonable ivith you and want you to

he satisfied with my charges so I leave it to you to

make a suggestion. * * * if you do not care

to pay me all in cash for fees you can deed me a
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half of this interest" (italics are ours) "but I need
the cash worse than the interest as I am claim poor"
(Trans, pp. 168-170).

It will be noted that in this letter defendant in error

did not admit the right of his clients to fix the fee but

merely called for a suggestion as to its amount, the in-

ference ijlainly being that the attorney had reserved the

customary right of determining himself the value of the

work performed and charge to be made therefor. In

regard to this letter he testified

:

"I would not have been willing to take what he

suggested if it had been unreasonable" (Trans, p.

117).

We can quite understand the willingness of the

jury to accept the version of defendant in error, rather

than that of plaintiff in error regarding the contract of

emplojTiient, especially in view of the latter 's offer, ac-

cording to his testimony (Trans, pp. 150-151), that he

would reward his attorney outside of the firm by making

a present to his wife if the proposed litigation were suc-

cessful. The letter above quoted in part bears out the

understanding of defendant in error that a reasonable

compensation consisted in an equal division of the fruits

of their legal victory. It remained unanswered until

May 19 of the following year, nearly tweive months

(Trans, pp. 117, 210) when plaintiff in error, after the

rediscovery of the pay streak in the claim had been made

and become known the preceding winter (Trans, pp. 87,

117-118, 119), objected to an equal division of the money

and property thus recovered and asserted his right to



fix the fee (Trans, pp. 173-174). The jury resolved this

conflict of evidence against plaintiff in error, thereby

determining that he was not entitled to fix the fee and

that defendant in error was entitled to recover the rea-

sonable value of the services he had rendered.

III.

THE REASONABLE VALUE OF THE SERVICES RENDERED BY

DEFENDANT IN ERROR TO HIS CLIENT.

It is patent that in determining the value of services

rendered by an attorney to his client, consideration must

be principally taken of the following

:

The nature and quality of the services rendered

;

The circumstances under which they were rendered

;

The extent and character of the work performed;

The value of the property affected or amount at stake

;

and the results accomplished.

In the case at bar, defendant in error, an attorney of

several years standing and of good reputation, was

called upon to commence and conduct, to its conclusion,

and thereafter secure for his client the practical benefit

from a litigation to recover as before stated certain

mining property rights claimed by his client apparently

of considerable value, in a dreary country where pro-

fessional fees are large by reason of its remoteness

expense of living, profitable character of the principal

business carried on there and climatic and other condi-

tions largely prohibiting the enjoyment of many of the

ordinarv comforts of life.
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In a distant country where property rights are ex-

tremely valuable and unsettled, where mining offers

such tempting inducements to the lawy^er and lajTnan

alike and the cost of living, such as it is, is high, pro-

fessional fees naturally are, and should be larger . for

given services than in a country where property rights

are settled, the pursuits in which men are engaged do

not exhibit the same hopes of large reward, where ordi-

nary life is not a succession of hardships and where one

can, as the phrase is used, "live like a white man" at

reasonable expense. Men brave the rigors of the

climate of Northwestern Alaska with all the privations

and hardships entailed upon a residence there for the

purpose of obtaining, and reasonably thereby expecting

to receive higher wages, greater returns from their

business and larger jorofessional emoluments from their

practice than for similar work, equal devotion to busi-

ness and similar services rendered in the more sett'ed

communities whence they came. As the legitimate ex-

pectation of increased rewards for work stimulated the

argonauts to come to and remain in California and

found this commonwealth, so it induced their sons and

others to go to Alaska and develop it. Under the cir-

cumstances we might properly have expected the jury

in this case to have awarded plaintiff in the court below

the full amount of compensation asked by him as a rea-

sonable reward for the services which had been of such

invaluable benefit to his clients ; but the amount awarded

fell below that sum and might fairly have been adjudged

reasonable in this or any other western state or terri-

tory.
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Then, again, we must not forget, in this connection,

that the attorney's compensation here, as well, probably,

as the recovery of his disbursements in the litigation,

was entirely contingent upon ultimate success, and he

was also obliged either to advance out of his own pocket,

or guarantee the payment of almost all the costs and ex-

penses of the case, including associate counsel's fee

(Trans, p. 72). Defendant in error had been let to take

the case partly, if not largely, by reason of his client's

representation regarding the great value of the mine in

dispute, the latter stating that tlie receipts therefrom for

the year 1901 "were possibly $100,000" (Trans, pp.

80, 84).

The client knew comparatively little about some of the

essential details of his case (Trans, pp. 49, 78), and the

engagement of his counsel was immediately followed by

a somewhat arduous investigation on the latter 's part

as to the facts and thereafter a struggle with his client

as to the proper theory upon which to base the litigation

that was contemplated. It is a trite saying, without in-

tending anything personal, that "a lawyer who tries his

own case has a fool for a client", and while the mental

status of the lawyer who assists in the trial or advises

in connection with his own case has not been thus defi-

nitely established, this much may be said that the work

of the lawyer actually bringing the case and trying it is

not lessened by disagreement with the lawyer for whom

the case is brought and tried regarding the proper form

of action to be instituted, the evidence to be adduced

and method of conducting the litigation. Apparently

such a disagreement or series of disagreements occurred
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in the case at bar (Trans, pp. 89, 92-93, 94), and its suc-

cessful outcome, even under the protests of plaintiff in

error, may fairly be deemed a triumph over obstacles

which the jury could have properly taken, and perhaps

did take, into consideration in reaching the verdict.

The services of defendant in error, briefly enumerated,

consisted of several consultations with his client at

Seattle and numerous ones thereafter in Alaska regard-

ing the case, investigations and examination of records

at Nome as well as interviews there with different peo-

ple before commencing action (Trans, pp. 50-54, 91),

preparation of an abstract of title to the claim in con-

troversy (Trans, p. 51), institution of suit (Trans, p.

54), involving the preparation of an amended as well as

original complaint when additional parties in interest

were discovered after the suit had been brought (Trans,

p. 55), the taking of a default against defendants there-

in which Judge Noyes subsequently set aside (Trans,

pp. 55-56), preparation of a second amended complaint

after demurrer to the first amended complaint had been

sustained (Trans, p. 56), taking of depositions upon

which the case appears to have been tried (Trans, pp.

56-57), preparation of associate counsel for final argu-

ment (Trans, p. 95), motion for re-argument (Trans, p.

97) and final presentation of case to the trial court

(Trans, pp. 57, 97-98), including preparation of briefs,

with all of the work necessarily attendant upon the per-

formance of these services, all resulting in the rendition

of judgment in his client's favor for an undivided 1/24

of the mine in dispute and $1179 besides costs (Trans.



p. 57). Then followed the steps taken by defendant in

error to enforce the judgment against all of the defend-

ants in that case and collect the amount thereby awarded

to plaintiff in error (Trans. 57-58, 109-110), which was

finally accomplished and the case closed.

Defendant in error spent considerable time with his

client upon the case in the fall of 1901 at Nome (Trans.

p. 60), and to use his own words (Trans, pp. 63-64, 92,

94):

"During the time of the litigation I was out

to the claims several times, I was out there a num-
ber of times, out there during the summer of 1902,

and once or twice in the winter time. As I stated at

the time I filed the suit I applied to the court for a

receiver, but I entered into a stipulation with Mr.
Orton and Mr. Sullivan that the claim was not to be

worked during the litigation and for that reason I

never pushed those proceedings, and with the excep-

tion of doing the assessment work on the claim and
prospecting it a little bit, by this agreement between
ourselves there was no attempt to mine the ground
or take any gold from it until that litigation was
settled, but quite a number of times after that I was
out upon the claim to see that they were complying

with their agreement and recognizing Mr. Mc-
Bride's twenty-fourth interest. During that time I

had also learned from a reliable source that the pay-

streak over on the Mattie Claim ran through the

Daisy. I was out over the claim several times

during 1901 and again in 1902, and one time I went

out with Mr. Orton at a time when there was some
little dispute between some of the different claim-

ants in regard to the boundaries and Mr. Orton and
I went out and went around the stakes so as to know
in case of litigation where the stakes were. I was
out again to the claim another time in 1902, while

they were prospecting only for the purpose of see-
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ing that they were complying with their arrange-

ments not to work the ground or take out any gold

while the suit was pending."

An associated counsel was selected by plaintiff in

error before the case was finally submitted which would

have been unnecessary if the latter would have con-

sented to a postponement of the case until the return

of defendant in error to Nome (Trans, p. 94), but as

before stated the jury considered this in arriving at its

verdict and deducted the amount of this fee from their

verdict.

As the realty in litigation was a mining claim wherein

the pay streak seems to have appeared and disappeared

at intervals, its value was somewhat uncertain and fluc-

tuating. The entire mine was variously and at different

times from the commencement of the suit of McBride v.

McCoy et al. to the time of judgment in the case now

before the court estimated to be worth from $10,000 to

$100,000 and over.

The whole of this trouble arose over the fact that the

original owner of the mine had agreed in 1900 to sell it

for $25,000 (Trans, p. 103) which he shortly thereafter

thought was a grossly inadequate price for the property

and sought to defeat tlie option which he had given

therefor. Plaintiff in error considered that the mine was

very valuable—and so admitted to his attorney when he

engaged him in 1901 (Trans, p. 45), stating that its out-

put for that year would be $100,000 (Trans, pp. 50, 80)

and claiming that his share of its output for 1900 would

be $10,000 to $15,000 (Trans, p. 50).
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As far as actual transactions concerning the property,

though under stress of circumstances, indicate its worth

we observe that in Jujy, 1900, plaintiff in error had a

short option on the mine for $25,000 (Trans, p. 103)

;

and Judge Noyes, in October, 1900, in a decision which

he made upon an agreement in some litigation, then

pending over the mine fixed $12,500 as the value of I/2

of it and i/^ of its previous output (Trans, pp. 52, 90).

In the same year a 1/12 interest in the claim sold for

$500 (Trans, pp. 82-83). In the following year the report

of the receivers who were then operating the mine

showed about $10,000 extracted therefrom (Trans, p.

64), and that afterwards up to the rendition of judg-

ment in 1902 in the litigation then extant regarding the

property $8000 to $9000 had been taken therefrom

(Trans, pp. 64-65). We may here parenthetically ob-

serve, from our experience, that Judge Noyes' receivers

were not addicted to the practice of overstating the

amount of gold dust taken out of any mine of which they

had charge. In 1901, about the time the ease of Mc-

Bride v. McCoy et al. was brought, the estimated value

of the Daisy claim was $100,000 (Trans, pp. 65, 82),

the former owner or claimant having refused $50,000 for

a 1/2 interest in the mine (Trans, p. 82). Plaintiff in

error then deemed the claim valuable (Trans, p. 200)

;

and since that time about $130,000 of gold dust has been

extracted therefrom (Trans, pp. 65-67). In May 1902,

the net amount of $83,000 is claimed to have been taken

from the property; and according to the testimony of

plaintiff in error in the case of McBride v. McCoy et al.

his share of the mine's profits netted him from $4000 to
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$5000 in the early spring of 1904 (Trans, pp. 67-68). In

1902 it was reported that 11/24 interest in the mine sold

for $6000 (Trans, pp. 85-86, 181) ; and in 1903, $250 and

then $500 was offered for McBride's 1/24 interest

(Trans, p. 89), which he refused to sell later for a

higher offer of $1500 (Trans, pp. 196-197), since the pay-

streak had again been found in the winter of 1903-1904

(Trans, p. 87). In the spring of 1903 a 1/10 interest in

the mine sold under execution for $1000 (Trans, pp. 57,

109-110). In the suit plaintiff in error brought the

court rendered judgment in his favor as before stated,

for 1/24 interest in the mine and like proportion of

$27,000 or so, i. e., $1179, taken out in the winter of

1901-2 (Trans, p. 96), with costs (Trans, pp. 81-82, 101,

107).

Plaintiff in error admitted in the present case that

just before he testified he had refused $1500 for his

interest in the mine and had received that summer about

$4000 to $5000 net over expenses incurred, which were

from $1000 to $1500 (Trans, p. 203), in regaining his

interest in the mine, including the amount of his judg-

ment in the case of McBride v. McCoy et al. (Trans, pp.

195, 197, 199-200).

We have given these figures as they ai^pear in the rec-

ord, but they are somewhat jumbled and do not convey

much definite significance as to the actual value of the

interest in the property that was restored to plaintiff in

error through his attorney's efforts. One fact, however,

seems reasonably clear, and that is that the total amount

of the fee of defendant in error, as fixed by the jury,
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property and money recovered for plaintiff in error, for,

let alone the value of the mine itself, plaintiff in error

has received, according to his own admissions, in cash

either from the mine or the judgment in the McCoy case,

including his expenses, from $5000 to $6500, of which he

is called upon to pay his attorney less than half.

The total fee paid by plaintiff in error to his attorney

and his associate in the case amounted to the sum of

$2500, under an arrangement whereby not only his

principal counsel received nothing if the litigation was

unsuccessful, but in all probability would in that event

have been compelled to pay the $250 given the associate

counsel out of his own pocket without reimbursement.

This excludes any consideration whatsoever of the ex-

pert evidence which would have justified a verdict for a

much larger sum.

IV.

THERE WAS SUFFICIENT EYIDEXCE OF DEMAND AXD REFUSAL

TO GO TO THE JURY.

Plaintiff in error contends that no demand for his fee

was made by defendant in error prior to the commence-

ment of this case. It will be noted, however, that the

former had given his ultimatum as to the amount which

he was willing to allow as compensation for the latter 's

professional services; and while Mr. Gilmore testified

that he made no specific demand, he further testified that

he advised plaintiff in error as to the figure he deemed
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his services reasonably worth and that '*I wanted it paid

or I should sue him" (Trans, p. 110). Plaintiff in error

admitted that his attorney's "claim and demand was for

"a one-half interest in the Daisy Mining Claim" (Trans,

p. 203), after the latter had accounted for the gold dust

received therefrom, and the letters of plaintiff in error

showed that he would not agree to the fee claimed to be

due. This was sufficient for the jury.

Tuttle et al. v. Hazard, 86 N. Y. 628.

V.

THE OTHER ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR ARE NOT WELL

FOUNDED.

Plaintiff in error merely recites in his brief a number

of assignments of error without seeking in many in-

stances to show that they are relied upon to secure a

reversal of the judgment of the lower court or are

deemed meritorious; and we shall not therefore discuss

those not commented upon.

Eegarding the testimony as to the value of the mine, it

may be said that this was not an issuable fact, but only

relevant for the purpose of determining the magnitude

or extent of the interests involved in the case of McBride

V. McCoy et al., as merely one of the elements in the

determination of the proper size of the attorney's fee

earned in that case. In such instances the reputed value

of the property recovered in litigation, especially when

it is of a mineral character, is admissible in evidence,

though by no means conclusive, and sometimes of but lit-
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tie weight, together with evidence of other circumstances

tending to throw some light or furnish some information

upon which a court or jury could determine the reason-

able value of services rendered in such litigation. If the

attorney had fixed his fee in advance he would undoubt-

edly have taken into consideration the reputed or pros-

pective value of the property involved, as far as it could

be estimated. Why should not a jury be entitled to do

the same thing and judge of the fee in the same light as

that in which the original parties would have viewed it?

Then, too, a fee contingent upon success is frequently

upon a percentage basis and usually implies the payment

by a client to his attorney of a certain pro rata of the

fruits of the litigation. A division in kind is of course

the simplest solution of the question; but where the

client is unwilling to make such division and a contest

arises regarding the matter, all that can be expected of

plaintiff in the trial court is that he shall place the court

and jury virtually in the jDosition of the parties to the

original litigation in which the fee was earned, so that

thereby they can decide what the parties themselves

have been unable to agree upon. This defendant in

error has done.

The point is suggested that in determining the amount

of the fee evidence as to the value of the claim ''should

" have been confined to the year 1901, when the action

" was commenced, and in no event exceeding the time of

" the rendition of the judgment, November 12, 1902"

(Brief, p. 39). There is evidence, as before shown, that

the mine in 1901 was estimated to be worth $100,000. We
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submit, however, that, if the valuation is to be made as

of any precise time, that time is the date of payment of

the fee, whether it be an undivided share of the prop-

erty, or its equivalent. Litigation over property may

extend over a considerable number of years and the

property meanwhile increase or decrease in value. After

the recovery of judgment some further time may elapse

before its ultimate enforcement and satisfaction, and

thereafter before the attorney's fee is finally adjusted.

Is it not fair to both client and attorney, if the latter be

working upon a fee contingent upon success, that the

property adjudged to the client be valued, whether for

division under a certain pro rata or payment to the at-

torney of the equivalent of his share in cash or other

property, as of the time when the fee is determined?

The fee follows the fluctuations, if any, in the value,

whether they be upward or downward; for, conversely,

the client would not expect to pay the attorney a fee

based upon the value of property in litigation estimated

as of the time action was commenced or judgment was

recovered if, when the case was finally closed and the fee

adjusted, that value had markedly depreciated. He

would tell the attorney to take his share of the property

as of its then value, rather than pay him on a basis of

the former value.

The court's instructions to the jury fairly covered all

of the issues of the case, including those referred to in

the instructions requested by plaintiff in error and re-

fused by the court, and his case was fairly submitted to

the jury.
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We see little else in the record that calls for comment.

Plaintiff in error says (Brief, p. 40), ''A client's money

"apparently looks awful good to Mr. Gilmore". Whether

a client's money has that kind of a look to Mr. Gilmore,

or an attorney's well earned fee has a similar look to

Mr. McBride, the court is not called upon to decide. The

aspersions sought to be cast upon defendant in error

throughout his opponent's brief are undeserved, espe-

cially in view of the fact that a jury of presumably fair

men, after hearing both sides of the controversy, fixed

the amount of which plaintiff in error complains. There

is nothing in the record showing that defendant in error

did not fairly, faithfully and honestly represent his

client in the litigation and in all of the steps leading up

to it, to which reference has been heretofore repeatedly

made; and any suggestion or statement to the contrary

in the brief of plaintiff in error is wholly without any

foundation to support it. It was fortunate for the latter

that he was able to secure and command the services of

defendant in error at the time they were required. In

him the client had a lawj^er, a banker and a friend. Just

prior to this time Mr. McBride 's position was well nigh

hopeless. He had been deprived of his interest in a

mining claim of presumably considerable value, situated

far distant from the place of his residence, with virtually

no means to assert his rights. He was then so impe-

cunious that he even lacked the money for sundry small

personal expenses. Nor did he seem to have sufficient

confidence in his own professional capacity to undertake

the work of recovering the property of which he had

been deprived. That he could, under these distressing
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circumstances, find some one to champion bis interests

and play the part of a "good angel" to him reflects

credit upon the man who came to his rescue and under-

took to bear his burdens ; and we respectfully submit the

verdict of the jury and judgment entered thereon

worked no injustice to plaintiff in error and should be

affirmed.

Charles Page,

Edward J. McCutchen,

Samuel Knight,

Attorneys for Defendant in Error.


